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Foreword from Jacqui McKenzie
Welcome to the latest report from the Aberdeen Housing Service Review Group.
This report focuses on the outcomes of a review into our Customer Feedback service.
It provides the insight to understand both the opportunities and challenges the
customer experience presents, and we welcome the feedback you have provided.
Focusing the entire organisation in the delivery of a positive customer experience will be critical for our aspiration
to be a modern, customer centric organisation. We must therefore raise levels of customer satisfaction and visibly
demonstrate to our customers that things are changing for the better. How we learn from these interactions and
integrate this learning into our delivery model will be key to our success.
My sincere thanks to the group, your time, effort and honesty is genuinely appreciated. This is another example of
a successful collaboration between our staff and our customers. We are committed to designing our services with
input from our customers to better meet your needs, I therefore look forward to continuing working with you.
Jacqui McKenzie
Chief Officer - Customer Experience

Foreword from Paul McMenemy
In 2004 the Aberdeen Tenant Service Review Group was established to review the Council’s services. Following
the implementation of the Scottish Social Housing Charter (known as the Charter) on 1st April 2012, it was
renamed the Aberdeen Housing Service Review Group (AHSRG) to include not only tenants but other customers/
service users.
The group is very proud of the awards we have won but also, we have travelled all over Scotland to other landlords
and their tenants promoting the work we do - “Working Together for Better Services”. The group undertake ongoing
training.
This group feels it is very important to get feedback from the customers who use council services but it is also
important to get compliments and suggestions as well.
We would like to thank all the managers and staff from the Customer Feedback Team who have worked with us.
They have welcomed us into their service, answered all of our questions and have been very supportive of this
review. Thank you to the customers and staff who answered our questions and were very honest in how we can
work together to improve our services. Thank you to Carol Hannaford, Development Officer, Tenant & Resident
Participation for all the help along the way, Norman Adams for his photographs, Alana Thomson, Communication
Business Adviser for her advice on the Report and Laura McAra, Design and Graphics Officer for the fantastic visual
design.
I would also like to thank all the members of the Review Group who gave their time - Tanya Alekesejeva, Wilma
Cheyne, John Duncan, Norma Groves, Fay Morrison, Betty Simpson and Pearl Smart. Thank you to the other
group members - Edith Alexander, Florence Cal - Anglia, James Galbraith and Jackie Simpson who supported the
reviewers. Special thanks must also go to Fay, for the many hours she spent collating and producing this Report.
Paul McMenemy
Chairperson, Aberdeen Housing Service Review Group

In memory of James Carroll, a valued member of this group who passed away last year.
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Executive Summary
Aberdeen Housing Service Review Group has very much enjoyed doing this review of feedback in the Council.
This review has taken longer than anticipated due to situations out with the Council and the Groups control. The
group is very pleased with the way that the review team is perceived in the Council - working together for better
services. Every review the group does is seen as a positive with the recommendations being implemented unless
a reason is given why this is not possible.
The group has made 23 recommendations, a few which the Feedback Team is already working on.
Recommendations
1.

Raise the profile of the Feedback Team - by
promoting in Newsbite

14. Member of Review Group to write article for
Newsbite encouraging customers to feedback

2.

Feedback Team to report to Housing
Performance & Budget Group quarterly

3.

All staff need to receive training on the
importance of improving response times

15. Compliments, Suggestions and Comments are
important and there needs to be an easy way
for customers to do this - perhaps an iPad in
the housing offices and access points

4.

Ask customers for their ideas how the Council
can improve services

5.

Look at setting up a Conversation Café
speaking to customers who have taken the
time to feedback - could have a digital one as
well as in person - get staff involved as well

6.

Look at current ACC Feedback Report on the
web and make it more customer friendly

7.

Use social media to highlight how all feedback
can be useful and really promote the positive

8.

Ensure frontline staff receive training on the
importance of frontline resolution

9.

Feedback training should be part of induction
for all staff and should be on going

10. Use housing volunteers to do role playing as
part of staff training to make it more interactive
and real
11.

Fill the vacant posts in the Feedback Team

12. Promote more widely what we do with
Feedback - Newsbite and SHMU magazines
13. Promote widely how the Council learn from
feedback and change - use TV Screens,
Podcasts and Newsbite
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16. To encourage more digital opportunities to
feedback using text/emails to all services
17. Encourage managers to feedback compliments
as well as complaints
18. To change the culture of the organisation by
introducing a Team of the Month for a team
who has taken on feedback in a positive way turned a negative into a positive
19. Reporting on the web - look at a template
on the front page e.g. look at Leeds Council
website
20. There is too much emphasis on Complaints design new feedback form - not Complaints
Form. Take away green speech bubble - not
easy to read but also a section for Compliments
21. Rebrand the Feedback service
22. Feedback leaflets to be available at all Housing
Offices and Access Points
23. Set up a dedicated line at the call centre press a number - to give feedback

Introduction
It was decided to do a review of Feedback because
• at the Housing Performance & Budget Group it was noted the response time to complaints
was just over 50% see Appendix 1
• the Scottish Housing Regulator had done a thematic enquiry on complaint handling by
social landlords in Scotland and the group wanted to look at Aberdeen City Council
• the group would like more knowledge about complaints
• the group would like to encourage positive feedback
• the group see the opportunity to highlight the importance of feedback - negative as well
as positive
• members of the group were unsure of how to feedback

The group invited members of the Feedback Team to their meeting to discuss this review.
The Officers
• gave the group an overview of the complaints process and an action plan was drafted
• informed the group about the role of the feedback team
• explained to the group what a complaint is and what it is not
• spoke about Stage One and Stage Two Complaints
• explained the role of the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman in complaints handling
• explained the role of the Scottish Housing Regulator
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Principles
The Complaints Handling Principles were developed after consultation by the Scottish Public Services
Ombudsman and were approved by Parliament in January 2011. All 24 local authorities in Scotland use these
principles. It was to simplify the process and bring a quicker resolution. There is a 2-stage process with an
independent review.
It was important for the group to understand what a complaint was and what it wasn’t.
What is a complaint? A complaint is described as an expression of dissatisfaction regarding our actions, or lack of
action, or the standard of service provided by us or on our behalf. Examples of complaints we can consider include:
• delays in responding to your enquiries and requests
• failure to provide a service
• our standard of service
• council policy
• treatment by or attitude of a member of staff
• our failure to follow proper procedure
What is not a complaint? There are some topics that we can’t consider as a complaint, such as:
• a first-time service request, including housing repairs
• requests for compensation or insurance claims
• issues that are covered by a right of appeal, including: Penalty Charge Notices and Bus Lane Fines
• a housing offer or level of priority given to your application
• the Council Tax banding for your property
What is a Stage One Complaint? Frontline resolution This is normally straight forward and quick to resolve with
minimal investigation required. A stage one complaint can be made by telephone, letter, email or in person. The
service should respond within 5 working days preferably verbally unless the complainant requests it in writing
What is a Stage 2 Complaint? Investigation This stage is for a more complex issue, or if a customer is unhappy
about their complaint being dealt with at stage 1 it can be escalated to a stage 2 complaint. At a stage 2 complaint
a formal acknowledgement is sent within 3 working days. It is then investigated by a Senior Officer and a full
written response issued within 20 working days. This letter is sent from the Director or Chief Officer of the service
responsible for the complaint being made. If further time is required, then a holding letter must be sent to the
complainant informing them of the delay.
If the complainant is still not happy then they are advised to contact the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman for an
external review or the Scottish Housing Regulator if a housing complaint.
Customers can feedback by
• telephone 01224 523 058
• In person at Council Office
• email customerfeedback@aberdeencity.gov.uk
• visiting www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/complaints
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The Customer Feedback Team

Senior Customer
Feedback Officer

Customer Feedback
Officer (Tier 1) x 1

Customer Feedback
Officer (Tier 2) x 6

Customer Feedback
Officer (Tier 3) x 1

This Customer Feedback Team’s role and responsibilities are:
• Act as central point of contact for customer wishing to submit complaints, compliments,
comments and suggestions. The team also deal with all Councillor and Member of UK and
Scottish Parliament enquiries.
• Provide support to staff across the council on how to effectively respond by providing
guidance, training and on-line courses.
• Agreeing the issues to be investigated and allocating the feedback to the appropriate service
to investigate.
• Quality assuring written responses to check that complaints are responded to appropriately;
addressed fully; all council policies and procedures have been explained properly; use of plain
English that would make sense to someone with no technical knowledge and no spelling or
grammatical errors.
• Undertake customer satisfaction surveys, encouraging feedback from customers about their
experience of using council services.
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The feedback team informed the group that they do not receive as many compliments as they would
like but when received, they are sent to the member of staff or service concerned.
Members of the feedback team attended the Housing Service Review Group meetings and gave
presentations on Customer feedback and shared case studies with the group - names and addresses
were not shown. They also shared copies of response letters as well as a sample log of what
complainants said about the service they had received.

Recommendations
1.

Raise the profile of the Feedback Team - by
promoting in Newsbite

7.

Use social media to highlight how all feedback
can be useful and really promote the positive

2.

Feedback Team to report to Housing
Performance & Budget Group quarterly

8.

Ensure frontline staff receive training on the
importance of frontline resolution

3.

All staff need to receive training on the
importance of improving response times

9.

Feedback training should be part of induction
for all staff and should be on going

4.

Ask customers for their ideas how the Council
can improve services

5.

Look at setting up a Conversation Café
speaking to customers who have taken the
time to feedback - could have a digital one as
well as in person - get staff involved as well

10. Use Housing Volunteers to do role playing as
part of staff training to make it more interactive
and real

6.
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Look at current ACC Feedback Report on the
Web and make it more customer friendly

11.

Fill the vacant posts in the Feedback Team

Learning from Feedback
The feedback team are trying to promote that upheld is not a bad word, upheld complaints are indicators that the
Council can learn and improve from as well as pinpoint problem areas.
Chief Officers receive regular reports showing all upheld complaints and any lessons learnt but highlighting trends
and to identify further lessons.
Aberdeen City Council has introduced a new digital process for recording and managing Complaints, Compliments
and Suggestions. This was introduced in 2018 and is called Firmstep. The group will be interested to see what the
impact of this system has been.

Recommendations
12. Promote more widely what we do with Feedback - Newsbite and SHMU Magazines
13. Promote widely how the Council learn from feedback and change - use TV Screens, Podcasts and
Newsbite
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The Review
As part of the review, the group spoke to a tenant who was not happy with the repair to a communal front door.
The tenant emailed the Feedback Team and the tenant was happy with the response he received - see below
copy of letter.

Response to Complaint Ref No This person submitted a complaint on the 3rd October 2018 to have a door repaired.
Response from feedback team on the 10th October 2018 was:
I am sorry you have not had a positive experience. The relevant department has investigated the matter
and their response to you is below.
As this matter has been handled under the Complaint Handling Procedure, this includes where your
complaint has been upheld or not upheld.
The door has not been repaired fully
Our records indicate that a report was received on the 27th September 2018 advising that an electric
keeper for the communal front door was not operating and instructions were used for our door entry
contractor to attend. When our contractor attended on the 2nd October 2018 they noted that the electric
keeper was operating however, a repair was required to a cable which operates the magnetic lock of the
door. On this date, our contractor repaired the cable and left the door fully operational.
Considering the comments received, a member of the Inspection Team attended the building on the
5th October 2018 and noted that the communal entrance door was again not working. Instructions were
subsequently issued for our door entry for the contractor to attend and carry out further repairs. This work
was completed on the 8th October 2018. When our inspector returned to the building on the 10th October
2018 he confirmed that the door was now operating satisfactory.
I obviously regret that the initial repair to the door entry system did not fully resolve the situation and can
only apologies for any inconvenience cause to you and the other residents.
With respect to this point we uphold your complaint.
I trust this response has addressed all areas of your complaint and explains why the outcome has been
reached. However, if this does not resolve the matter and you remain dissatisfied, you have the right to
request us to escalate your complaint to the next stage of the complaints handling procedure and to carry
out a formal investigation into your complaint. If that is what you want to do, please let us know as soon as
possible.
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Many of the group members did not know how to feedback to the Council and the ways they could do this. They
also thought the Complaints Leaflet could be improved so they decided to find out what other tenants thought.
They went to housing offices, community centres and local events during the summer asking three questions and
the results are in Appendix 2.

A questionnaire was developed for Customers with 3 questions
1. Do you know how to feedback to the Council?
2. Do you know the ways you can feedback?
3. Any comments about the Complaints/Feedback leaflet? (showed leaflet)
The group went to housing offices, community centres and local events during the
summer and the results Appendix. 2

The group asked frontline staff the following questions
1.

What training have you received about
Complaint Handling?

3.

Do you get told about Complaints and
Compliments in your Team?

2.

How important is it to you if you can resolve a
Complaint (please circle 1-5 with 1 being very
important & 5 being not important)?

4.

What do you think of the Complaints Leaflet?

5.

Anything else you would like to add to this
review?

4.

Complaints Leaflet - staff indicated that
there was no mention of compliments and it
appeared negative. There was no mention of
Mediation and Mixed Tenure Estates

5.

Two comments which the group was keen to
highlight were staff do not get told about the
outcome and the fact complaints are still very
much seen as negative.

1

2

3

4

5

Answers
1.

The feedback from this group varied - about ½
had received training and ½ no training

2.

No staff scored a 5 in the resolving of a
complaint at frontline - average was a 3

3.

Again, there was inconsistencies about this
with some staff being told and some not being
told - never compliments
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The group asked Managers the following questions
1.

What training is currently in place for your staff?

4.

2.

As an organization how easy do you think it is
to feedback?

What % of time do you spend dealing with
complaints?

5.

What do you think of the Complaints Leaflet?

6.

Anything else you would like to add to the
review

4.

Varies depending on the complaint but can be
15-20%

5.

Leaflet is negative - not eye catching and need
to promote Compliments

6.

Make it easier for the customer to be kept
informed - encourage face to face meetings to
discuss feedback

3.

Why do you think the Council is so poor
responding to complaints within the required
time scale?

Answers
1.

There is a corporate course for line managers

2.

Difficult to feedback - perhaps the new system
will make it easier (the Council has recently
introduced a new digital system for recording
feedback)

3.

Feedback can go to wrong service or the
contact details of the complainant are wrong.
Sometimes must go to 4 or 5 services then to
Head of Service which causes delays. Needs
to be streamlined.

Recommendations
14. Member of Review Group to write article for
Newsbite encouraging customers to feedback

17. Encourage managers to feedback compliments
as well as complaints

15. Compliments, Suggestions and Comments are
important and there needs to be an easy way
for customers to do this - perhaps an iPad in
the housing offices and access points

18. To change the culture of the organisation by
introducing a Team of the Month for a team
who has taken on feedback in a positive way turned a negative into a positive

16. To encourage more digital opportunities to
feedback using text/emails to all services
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Complaints on Aberdeen City Council Web Site
Aberdeen City Council want more customers to use the website. One of the group members, who is computer
literate made a complaint on the web page. It was not really user friendly and took too long to get to the correct
page as well as being very time consuming to complete.
Recommendations
19. Reporting on the Web - look at a template on the front page e.g. look at Leeds Council Website

Complaints Leaflet (Appendix 3)
The group did not know there was a new leaflet. It was not available at Marischal College, Town House or Woodside
Access Point when group member asked for one. However, it was available in Mastrick. It was also highlighted
Kincorth Access point offered to write the complaint for the customer.
Recommendations
20. There is too much emphasis on Complaints design new feedback form - not Complaints
Form. Take away green speech bubble
- not easy to read but also a section for
Compliments
21.

22. Feedback leaflets to be available at all
Housing Offices and Access Points
23. Set up a dedicated line at the call Centre press a number - to give feedback

Rebrand the Feedback, Service

Concern
Some group members raised concerns about the digital approach to Council services and want to highlight
that not everyone wants to, has the necessary skills and devices or even can afford to go digital, something
the group wanted to highlight. The cost of being able to use the internet is a barrier for many tenants.
Sources of Evidence
• Guidance on a Model Complaints Handling Procedure - Scottish Public Services Ombudsman
• Complaints Handling by Social landlords in Scotland - A thematic inquiry Feb 2017
• Aberdeen City Council Web Page
• Aberdeen City Council Feedback Team
• Aberdeen City Council Customers
• Aberdeen City Council Staff
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Appendix One
This shows the number of complaints the Council received in the first 3 quarters of the 2017/18 - stage one
and stage two complaints.

Aberdeen City Council

Statistics

Stage 1 Complaints

Reporting Period

Complaints Received

% Responded to within
5 working days

Q1 2017/18

191

60.73

Q2 2017/18

294

65.99

Q3 2017/18

294

57.14

Aberdeen City Council

Statistics

Stage 2 Complaints

Reporting Period

Complaints Received

% Responded to within 20
working days

Q1 2017/18

68

69.12

Q2 2017/18

76

57.89

Q3 2017/18

64

56.25

This shows the number of stage one and stage two complaints received, the % answered in 5 working days
and also 20 working days.

Q1 2017/18

Q2 2017/18

Q3 2017/18

400
300
200
100
0

Stage 1
Complaints Received

Stage 2
Complaints Received

Stage 1
Stage 2
% Responded to
% Responded to within
within 5 working days
20 working days

Stage 1: Statistics Complaints Received

This shows the number of complaints
received in the first 3 quarters

Q1 2017/18
Q2 2017/18
Q3 2017/18
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Appendix Two
The answers from tenants at the various venues the group asked the questions:

Question To Customer

Question:
Do you know how to complain?

9%

Yes

91%

No

Ways To Feedback
38%

Phone

Question:

38%

In Person

Do you know how to feedback

17%

On line

7%

Letter

Comments on Complaints Form

Comments about the
Complaints Form

14%

Not Good to Look at

2%

Braille

36%

Not Helpful

2%

Bigger Print

11%

Don’t Like

7%

No Change

7%

Better Design

21%

No Comment
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Appendix Three
YOUR FEEDBACK
We define a complain
t as an expression of
dissatisfaction regardin
g
• our actions or lack
of action, or
• the standard of serv
ice provided by us,
or on our behalf.
Examples include dela
ys in responding to
your enquiries, failure
to provide a service or
poor treatment by a mem
ber of staff.
There are some topics
we can’t consider as
complaints. These will
be dealt with under
the appropriate procedu
re.
Examples of topics we
can’t consider under
our Complaints Handlin
g Procedure include:
• compensation or insu
rance claims
• first time service requ
ests
• issues with neighbo
urs
• Penalty Charge Not
ices
• Bus Lane fines.

DO YOU NEED EXTRA

HELP?

If you are having trou
ble putting your
complaint into writing,
or want this
information in another
language or format
(such as large font or
Braille), please contact
us.
You may be reluctant
or unable to make
a complaint yourself.
You can ask a friend,
relative or advocate to
make one for you.
You must give permissio
n for someone to
complain on your beh
alf, and to show this
has been given we ask
that you complete a
Third Party Consent to
Disclose form.

COMPLAINTS

Please contact us to orga
nise for a form to be
sent to you.

CONTACT US
Web:

www.aberdeencity.g

ov.uk/complaints

Call: 01224 523058

It is important that we
understand
your experience of dea
ling with
Aberdeen City Council
.
Sometimes we make
mistakes and
your feedback will let
us know where
we need to make imp
rovements.
We will try to make it
right when
something has gone
wrong.

Write to:
Customer Feedback Tea
m,
1st Floor, Town House,
Broad Street,
Aberdeen AB10 1AQ

DSB0523/CH

MPLAIN
HOW TO CO

enient
y that is conv
plain in a wa
write
You can com n use our online form,
u ca
uncil
for you - yo
n at any Co
do it in perso
to us, call or
.
office
ck
’ section (ba
e ‘Contact Us
Please see th
ls.
tai
de
r
ou
for
page)
much
mplaint in as
ribe your co
Please desc
.
ble
ssi
po
detail as
Tell us:
en
ened and wh
• What happ
involved
• Who was
ened
ld have happ
er
• What shou
olve the matt
want us to res
u
yo
w
Ho
•
s
es
dr
ad
d
an
name
• Your full
are
service you
ase say which
ple
If known,
out.
ab
ng
ini
pla
com
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HANDLING

PLAINT

YOUR COM

ints
our Compla
o stages to
e your
There are tw
hen we receiv ll be
W
e.
ur
ed
oc
Handing Pr
know if it wi
will let you
we
,
int
pla
com
ge 2.
Stage 1 or Sta
dealt with at
ually straight
plaints are us
thin 5
Stage 1 com
ll respond wi
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n,
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,
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. This may be
working days
email.
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,
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more
plaints are for are unhappy
Stage 2 com
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ues, or if yo
iss
ted
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com
ur Stage 1
dealt with yo
written
with how we
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.
days.
complaint
20 working
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e
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may need m
complex, we
you know.
If the issue is
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time. If
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erdeencity.g
Visit www.ab ation.
m
or
inf
e
for mor

ANSWERING

PLAINT

YOUR COM

at what
ed will look
ent concern
ld have taken
The departm
ou
sh
at
wh
ed and
e issue
has happen
deal with th
possible, we
place. When
.
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th
d
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.
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a result of yo
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r
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e SPSO can
complaint, th
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.
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complaints
before they
is
th
do
to
ask you
more advice,
so.org.uk for
or write to
Visit www.sp
(Freephone),
30
73
7
37
call 0800
SO.
Freepost SP

Do you want to join us?

Aberdeen Housing Service Review Group

We are always looking for new members. You don’t need any special
skills, knowledge or experience to take part in one of our reviews - you
just need a passion for improving services for all tenants!
Our tenant volunteers are all different - some work and others are retired,
some attend every meeting and others just receive information via email.
However you wish to get involved, we would love to meet you!
If you would like to join us, please contact: 			
Carol Hannaford
Development Officer for Tenant & Resident Participation
channaford@aberdeencity.gov.uk or tel. 01224 522839

What are you waiting for?

What
make would
throu you come
gh the
Door?

Aberd
e
To Re en City Cou
viewin
n
g Our cil Guide
Servic
ber 20
16
es

Septem
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Housing Service Review Group
Action Plan for Feedback Recommendations

1

Recommendation

Action to be taken

Raise the profile of the Feedback Team meet the Feedback Team in NewsBite

Two possible options (or both)
1.

An interview with the team to 				
provide an insight into their role

2. A ‘day in the life’ of the Customer 				
Feedback Team
Plus details of how to submit feedback.
2

Feedback Team to report to Housing
Performance & Budget Group quarterly

A senior member of the team to attend on a quarterly
basis to discuss complaints performance data.

3

All staff need to receive training on the
importance of improving response times

The online training module, which focuses on Frontline
complaints, is available to all staff. The module outlines
the timeframes for response and provides guidance
on how to resolve them. This training will be promoted
across the council and Service Managers reminded of
the importance of refreshing staff knowledge.
Face to face “Pit Stop” sessions which were offered
to staff across the council to improve the quality of
complaint responses, will be refreshed and reinstated.

4

Ask customers for their ideas how the Council We will develop the customer feedback pages on the
can improve services
website to encourage more ideas and identify what
other opportunities currently exist across the council
for customers to submit their ideas. We will also
explore new opportunities, ensuring accessibility for
everyone.
We will place regular prompts in the NewsBite
magazines, social media etc to encourage ideas and
capture more ‘You Said We Dids’ to be published on
the website.

5

Look at setting up a Conversation Café
We will explore the viability of this suggestion further
speaking to customers who have taken the
and identify suitable locations.
time to feedback - could have a digital one as
well as in person – get staff involved as well

6

Look at current ACC Feedback Report on the
Web and make it more customer friendly

The Annual Complaints Report outlines the statutory
Performance Indicators determined by the Scottish
Public Services Ombudsman.
We will review how the report is laid out and explained,
to achieve a simpler and more engaging report. We
will also explore the use of infographics and images
within the report.

7
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Use Social Media to highlight how all
feedback can be useful and really promote
the positive

We will outline an external communication plan and
explore options to publicise key messages on rotation,
as part of the External Communications social media
plans.

Teams/Officers Involved

Timeframe

Customer Feedback Team

First article available for the next NewsBite (dates still
to be determined)

Customer Development Team
External Communications

Senior Customer Experience Officer

24 June onwards

Senior Customer Feedback Officer
Senior Customer Feedback Officer

31 July 2019

People Development

Customer Development

30 September 2019

External Communications

Customer Development

30 September 2019

Cluster Activity (TBC)
Customer Feedback Team to assist
Customer Development

28 June 2019

External Communications
Customer Feedback Team

Customer Development

28 June 2019

External Communications
Customer Feedback Team
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Recommendation

Action to be taken

Ensure frontline staff receive
training on the importance of
frontline resolution

See Recommendation 3.

Feedback training should be
part of Induction for all staff
and should be on going.

See Recommendation 3.

10

Use Housing Volunteers to
do role playing as part of
staff training to make it more
interactive and real

See Recommendation 9.

11

Fill the vacant posts in the
Feedback Team

The vacant posts within the Customer Feedback Team have now
been filled.

12

Promote more widely what we
do with Feedback – Newsbite
and SHMU Magazines

See Recommendation 6.

8

9

We will also review and refresh if necessary, the complaints handling
toolkit. We will explore how to make the toolkit more prominent on
The Zone to make is more easily accessible.

We will explore how we can introduce feedback training into the
Induction process and potential involvement of housing volunteers in
the training process to make it more interactive.

As part of the annual Complaints Report we detail ‘Lessons Learned’
from complaints. We will look into how we can encourage/identify
more actionable changes as a result of complaints.
We will then explore potential avenues for sharing lessons learnt and
‘You Said We Dids’ including Newsbite, social media, community radio
(SHMU), NewsBite, Community Forums, ACC Media Screens and
Magazines.

13

Promote widely how the
Council learn from feedback
and change - use TV Screens,
Podcasts and Newsbite

See Recommendation 12.

14

Member of Review Group
to write article for Newsbite
encouraging customers to
feedback

This has been assigned to a volunteer who still needs to confirm that
they will undertake this work.

15

Compliments, Suggestions
and Comments are important
and there needs to be an easy
way for customers to do this –
perhaps an iPad in the housing
offices and access points

We will promote the option to submit feedback at the Customer
Access Points and Customer Service Centre using the selfservice pcs and paper forms. We will reinstate the tablet at the
Customer Service Centre. We have considered the use of tablets
at the Customer Access Points, it is not something that we will be
progressing at this time due to the financial implications.

16

To encourage more digital
Work is being undertaken to gather email addresses for all tenants,
opportunities to feedback
which will provide opportunity to make contact digitally to request
using text/emails to all services feedback. A Housing Repairs customer satisfaction survey will be
made available on the website to allow tenants to contact us to
provide feedback on a repair, as opposed to only when we contact
them.
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Teams/Officers Involved

Timeframe

Senior Customer Feedback Officer

30 July 2019

Customer Development

30 July 2019

Customer Feedback Team
People and Organisation
Customer Development

28 July 2019

Customer Feedback Team
People and Organisation
Senior Customer Experience Officer

complete

Senior Customer Feedback Officer
Customer Development

31 August 2019

External Communications
Customer Feedback Team

Customer Development

31 August 2019

External Communications
Customer Feedback Team
Digital and Technology
Review Group

TBC

Customer Development

30 June 2019

Digital and Technology
Customer Service Operations

Customer Development

30 August 2019

Customer Feedback Team
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17

Recommendation

Action to be taken

Encourage managers to feedback
compliments as well as complaints

This recommendation is something that is already
undertaken. Any compliments received centrally are
passed to service managers, and they notify their staff
member.
These compliments can be used as part of a staff
member’s PR&D or 1-1s. This would form part of
Recommendation 7; to promote the work of the
Customer Feedback Team, including compliments.

18

To change the culture of the organisation by
introducing a Team of the Month for a team
who has taken on feedback in a positive way
– turned a negative into a positive

We will introduce an employee/team recognition
process to highlight examples of good practice across
the organisation. This will be published as part of a
new ‘Customer Academy’ area on the Zone.

19

Reporting on the Web – look at a template
on the front page e.g. look at Leeds Council
Website

We will review the Complaints pages on the Aberdeen
City Council web page and explore how other
organisations are sharing their complaints information.
Will then make the necessary improvements. We will
also review the search functionality on the website and
implement any changes as appropriate.

20

There is too much emphasis on Complaints –
design new feedback form – not Complaints
Form. Take away green speech bubble
– not easy to read but also a section for
Compliments

We will revisit our statutory obligations as part of a
review of the Complaints Form. If possible, we will
then explore changing the design of the Complaints
form to incorporate compliments.

21

Rebrand the Feedback Service

We will review and refresh the Customer Feedback
Leaflet.

22

Feedback leaflets to be available at all
Housing Offices and Access Points

We will display our Customer Feedback leaflets at
council officer more visibly for customers.

23

Set up a dedicated line at the call Centre
-press a number – to give feedback

This action has been considered and will not be
progressed. This was put in place previously which led
to a significant increase in non-complaint calls being
directed to the Customer Feedback Team resulting in a
high volume of calls having to be redirected which was
a poor customer experience. Instead, the complaints
number is advertised separately, and any complaint
calls directed to the Switchboard are transferred to the
Customer Feedback team.
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Teams/Officers Involved

Timeframe

Customer Feedback Team

Ongoing

Customer Development

28 June 2019

Customer Feedback Team
People and Organisation
Customer Development

30 August 2019

External Communications
Customer Feedback Team

Customer Development

30 August 2019

External Communications
Customer Feedback Team
Customer Development

30 August 2019

External Communications
Customer Feedback Team
Customer Development

30 August 2019

Customer Service Operations
Customer Feedback Team
N/A

N/A
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Working Together for Better Services - Aberdeen City Council and
the Aberdeen Housing Service Review Group
The Aberdeen Housing Service Review Group would like to make
you aware, if you are digital, then you can do the following online

www.aberdeencity.gov.uk
Here are some of the services you can access
•
•
•
•

Pay your rent
Check your balance
Feedback
Pay your Council Tax

•
•
•
•

Report a Repair
Contact the Financial Inclusion Team
Apply for a school place
Check your bin day

And of course, let us know when you receive great service.
Go Aberdeen City Council Web Page to see what else you can do online
www.aberdeencity.gov.uk

This is now our fifth review. We are extremely proud of each one and we are thrilled that
our hard work has been recognised nationally. We travel all over Scotland to speak to
other landlords and their tenants promoting the work we do – working together for better
services!
If you would like to join us, please contact Carol Hannaford Development Officer for Tenant
& Resident Participation channaford@aberdeencity.gov.uk or tel. 01224 522839

